Increase your system’s effectiveness your way.

Whether running complex reports or developing highly customized reporting options, these customization toolkits hand the power over to you.

The Reporting Toolkit
Maximize Your Crystal Reports Capabilities

The Crystal Reports Platform does a great job of allowing you to format reports and alter how they are presented for use. However, some reports can get a little too complex for Crystal to handle easily.

The EFI Radius Reporting Toolkit lets you create more complex reports than the standard Crystal Reports Platform allows out-of-the-box. You are provided with the ability to create programs built for performing the complex data processing needed. These custom-built programs output structured XML files, allowing you to produce formatted Crystal Reports that integrate with the EFI Radius menu.

The Reporting Toolkit in Action

Electronic Works Instructions is a great example of a report that can be made easy with the Reporting Toolkit. This report requires data to be pulled from multiple table sources, resulting in a very complex Crystal report. Simply relying on Crystal Reports to run the report can make it difficult to maintain. The Reporting Toolkit can greatly increase the efficiency of its execution.

You can create a simple user interface for the input of the report parameters and process the data required by the Electronic Work Instructions. It is then presented in a simplified XML structure. This simple structure results in a simpler, much more efficient Crystal Report.

EFI Radius Reporting Toolkit Benefits:

- Handle more complex reporting problems
- Produce reports that integrate with the EFI Radius menu
Developer’s Toolkit

Take Your Customization to the Extreme

If you are looking for even more than the Reporting Toolkit, the Developer’s Toolkit is the next step up. It will let you produce more complex user interfaces for the input of report parameters.

This advanced toolkit provides you with the in-house development platform used to develop the EFI Radius product. That means you have the ability to produce Crystal Report front-ends, XML Crystal Reports, screen-based inquiries and even entire systems written on external databases. Transactions can also be written back to the EFI Radius system via the X-Link routines.

Custom Integrated Development with Visual Consistency

Customizing and developing reports with the Developer’s Toolkit doesn’t mean you will have separate systems and looks. The report front-ends that you can create with the toolkit have the same look and feel as standard EFI Radius reports. You can also attach your new enquiry windows to the EFI Radius menu.

Since you are provided with the tools used to develop the original EFI Radius product, it is possible to develop an entire system on your own. Create your own system, working with your own database. It will be integrated with the EFI Radius menu system and will act like and appear to be an additional module for your users.

EFI Radius Developer’s Toolkit Benefits:

• Handle more complex reporting problems
• Handle more complex reporting user interfaces
• Produce programs that integrate with the EFI Radius menu
• Produce enquiries that integrate with the EFI Radius menu

EFI fuels success.

From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.